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Holiday office hours
Believe it or not, Christmas is only
a couple of months away and it’s
time for our annual reminder that
the RBF offices in Hobart and Launceston
will be closing for the holiday period.
We will close at 12 noon Thursday 24 December 2015
and reopen at 8.45am on Monday 4 January 2016.
During this time, you will still be able to access
your account summaries by logging into the
member secure website.
The RBF Enquiry Line will remain open during
this period, from 8.00am to 7.00pm EST
Monday to Friday, excluding public holidays.
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CEO message
Welcome to the October 2015 edition of RBF
Member News! Welcome to the October 2015
edition of RBF Member News. As this is our final
edition for 2015, it’s timely to look back on a year
that has certainly proved to be yet another exciting
time for RBF.
In July, the Tasmanian Government announced
its support for the creation of a single Tasmanian
super fund responsible for the combined
accounts of Tasplan Super, Quadrant Super
and the RBF Tasmanian Accumulation Scheme.
At the same time, the Government announced
it will conduct an open tender process to secure
a provider to administer the RBF Defined
Benefit schemes.
As you are no doubt aware, this decision comes
after an extensive Strategic Review of RBF
and the provision of super to Tasmanian state
service employees. In undertaking the review,
the Tasmanian Government considered
whether its current arrangements deliver
the most effective benefits and costs to
the Government and its employees,
both now and in the future.
It has also considered the impact of
current and future super reforms, the
capacity to achieve long term cost
savings through economies of
scale, and the desire to maintain
a super presence in Tasmania.

It is expected these changes will take effect during
2016. At this time, it is intended the new entity will
replace RBF as the default fund for Tasmanian
state service employees. In the meantime, it’s
business as usual at RBF whilst we continue to
provide you with our service and products.
In August, we held our annual Super Heroes
Seminars in Hobart and Launceston where more
than 600 members learned about their super
and retirement options from our panel of experts.
We had some terrific feedback from our Super
Heroes participants and you can read all about
it on page 3.
Finally, as the year heads into its closing months,
we wish you and your families all the very best
for the holiday season.
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Super Heroes round up

InInAugust,
more than 600 RBF members attended our annual Super Heroes
August, more than 600 RBF members attended our annual Super Heroes Seminars
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what
our
attendees
had
say
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toto
say
about
the
events:

CEO Message
Super Heroes event
Short bites

“A great forum to give
soon-to-be pensioners
a heads-up on issues
surrounding retirement.”

“It was informative and
timely. Thank you!”

“It cleared up my confusion
about the different accounts and
gave me enough information to
be proactive in going forward.
I have subsequently booked
a one-to-one with a rep.”
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Best value insurance
from your super fund

“I found it very
informative and it
inspired me to do
further research.”

“I found the seminar
most enlightening and
will be following up some
questions with RBF.”

Super Heroes round up

Plan for the biggest
holiday of your life

FinancialPlanning

“A very worthwhile informative
session. Gained a lot of
useful information to help the
transition into retirement.”

“Good to be updated
on what is happening
with superannuation,
retirement and other
relevant topics.”
“It was good to be
challenged to think about
needs in retirement, and to
plan for the future.”

FeatureStory

“The standout talk was by
Dr. David Knox. His delivery
was excellent as he was able
to convey complex issues in
a really simple, succinct and
easy to understand way.”

Super Heroes events are
held every year – keep an
eye out for details for 2016!
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Super Heroes event

Once you have that fantastic super
balance for your retirement future,
it’s time to start thinking about what
you’re going to do with it.

Best value insurance
from your super fund

You might have one or a couple of
the top 10 travel destinations for
Australians in 2014 on your travel
to-do list, or you may look to go
further afield. Whatever the case may
be, a secure financial future through
your super can help you get there.
1. Indonesia
2. United States of America
3. New Zealand
4. Thailand
5. United Kingdom
6. Fiji
7. Singapore
8. Vietnam
9. Japan
10. Italy
Source: http://www.tra.gov.au/
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CEO Message

Here are the top ten holiday
destinations for Australians

Australians are known as some of the
world’s most prolific travelers, which
means that in most places that you
travel to, you will likely hear a similar
accent to yours floating around.
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How much is enough?
The Association of Superannuation Funds of Australia’s (ASFA) Retirement Standard is the benchmark used
in the industry that suggests an annual budget required by Australians to fund either a modest or comfortable
standard of living in retirement, and it’s a great place to start.
There’s a lot of detailed information on the ASFA website at www.superannuation.asn.au/resources/
retirement-standard but here’s a basic rundown of what they have to say about retirement income (as at
June this year for those aged around 65):
Type of lifestyle

What does that mean?

Single

Couple

Modest retirement
lifestyle

Better than the Age Pension, but still only allowing retirees to
afford fairly basic activities

$23,662pa

$34,051pa

Comfortable
retirement lifestyle

Enables older, healthy retirees to be involved in a broad
range of leisure and recreational activities and to have a good
standard of living through the purchase of such things as
household goods, private health insurance, a reasonable car,
domestic travel and the occasional international holiday.

$42,861pa

$58,784pa

The figures in each case assume that the retiree(s) receive a part Age Pension, own their own home, and are relatively healthy and relate to
expenditure by the household. This can be greater than household income after income tax where there is a drawdown on capital over the period
of retirement. Single calculations are based on female figures.
Please note also that the ASFA Retirement Standard is meant as a guide to expenses only and does not take into account all individual needs
and circumstances.

It’s great to get a general idea of what suits the Australian population as a whole, but every person is different
and with that in mind, we’ve crunched the numbers for RBF members. Most of us live in Tasmania, we’re generally
in public service roles, and finally, RBF offers a unique set of retirement and pension options that will provide for
a certain lifestyle in retirement.

Take some action
Use the Retirement Income
Simulator to work out
what you need to do to
achieve the retirement you
want. Simply sign into the
member secure website
and select the
Retirement
Income
Simulator.
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FundNews
CEO Message
Super Heroes event
Please note that the three
scenarios on the following
page are examples only.
The figures used in these
examples may appear high as
they assume that members
receive no Centrelink payments.
These figures also assume that
members receive the same
annual income for the duration of
their retirement. For many people,
their income requirements
actually reduce as they age.

Remember
Even though our estimates on the
following page are set up to apply
more closely to RBF members,
they’re still generalisations.
They are a guide only and do not
take into account individual needs
and circumstances. Everyone is
different and you need to decide
what’s right for you. And, more
importantly, you’re selling yourself
short if you wait until the last
minute to make up your mind.
You need to start planning now
so you can make the most of the
time you have before you retire.

Short bites
Best value insurance
from your super fund

FeatureStory
Plan for the biggest
holiday of your life

FinancialPlanning
How much
is enough?

IndustryNews
Is super worthwhile?

Investments
Investment update

How much is enough?
What the numbers look like for RBF members

Type of lifestyle

What does that mean?

What balance do you
need? (for women)

What balance do you
need? (for men)

Comfortable
retirement
lifestyle
for a single
person who
owns their
own home.

An income of $50,000pa in retirement (to age 89 female or 87 male), allowing a single person to take
an overseas holiday each year for the first ten to fifteen years of retirement (estimated cost per trip of
$20,000) with the balance of the money allowing them to live well over the course of their retirement.

A lump sum of $177,000
PLUS the balance of
one of the following
accounts:

A lump sum of $177,000
PLUS the balance of
one of the following
accounts:

•• RBF Account Based
Pension: $1,047,000

•• RBF Account Based
Pension: $998,000

Short bites

•• Divisor 12 RBF Life
Pension: $600,000

•• Divisor 12 RBF Life
Pension: $600,000

Best value insurance
from your super fund

•• RBF Life Pension
(based on actuarial
factors): $882,500

•• RBF Life Pension
(based on actuarial
factors): $850,000

Assumptions: Lump sum based on $20,000pa required for 10 years, earning 2%pa; age 60; no
Centrelink payments; moderate investment return 6.5%pa for RBF Account Based Pension*; RBF
Account Based Pension to last life expectancy (age 87 male, 89 female); Calculations for RBF Life
Pension use a conversion factor of 17.000 for males and a conversion factor of 17.6500 for females
and the pension is non-reversionary as the member is single.
Important note: You may not require $50,000pa until age 89 (female) or 87 (male) and you
may have other assets available other than super to contribute to your retirement income.

FundNews
CEO Message
Super Heroes event

FeatureStory
Type of lifestyle

What does that mean?

What balance do you need?

Moderate to
comfortable
retirement
lifestyle for
a couple
who own
their own
home.

An income of $65,000pa in retirement, allowing an interstate holiday each year for the first ten to
fifteen years of retirement (estimated cost per trip of $5,000) with the balance of the money allowing
them to live moderately well over the course of their retirement.

The balance of one of the following accounts:

Type of lifestyle

What does that mean?

What balance do you need?

Moderate to
comfortable
retirement
lifestyle for
a couple
who don’t
own their
own home,
but are renting
instead.

An income of $65,000pa in retirement, with that income allowing them to live moderately well over
the course of their retirement whilst renting (does not include any travel).

A lump sum of $177,000 PLUS one of:

Assumptions: Couple calculations are based on female figures; assume age 60; RBF Account Based
Pension to last life expectancy to age 89; no Centrelink payments; moderate investment return 6.5%pa
for RBF Account Based Pension*. Calculations for RBF Life Pension use a conversion factor of
18.2400 for females. The pension is reversionary as the member is married.

Plan for the biggest
holiday of your life

•• RBF Account Based Pension: $1,356,000
•• Divisor 12 RBF Life Pension: $780,000
•• RBF Life Pension (based on actuarial factors):
$1,185,600

FinancialPlanning
How much
is enough?

Important note: You may not require $65,000pa until age 89 and you may have other assets
available other than super to contribute to your retirement income.

IndustryNews

Assumptions: Couple calculations are based on female figures; assume age 60; RBF Account
Based Pension to last life expectancy to age 89; no Centrelink payment; moderate investment return
6.5%pa for RBF Account Based Pension*. Calculations for RBF Life Pension use a conversion factor
of 18.2400 for females. Pension is reversionary as member is married.
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•• RBF Account Based Pension: $1,047,000
•• Divisor 12 RBF Life Pension: $600,000
•• RBF Life Pension (based on actuarial factors):
$882,500

Important note: You may not require $65,000pa until age 89 and you may have other assets
available other than super to contribute to your retirement income.

* For more information on the pensions available to RBF members, please see ‘RBF Tasmanian
Accumulation Scheme: Member Booklet’ and ‘Fact sheet: Pensions’ and the ‘Contributory Scheme:
Member Booklet’ available on the RBF website at www.rbf.com.au on the Forms and publications page.
RBF Member News October 2015

Is super worthwhile?

Read more
Get more information about the different types of Pensions
available for RBF members by visiting the website.

Investments
Investment update

SHORT bites
FundNews

Congratulations! Your additional contributions can
only make your retirement BETTER
We’re really proud of the 26,470 members who made additional
contributions to their RBF super in the 2014-15 financial year.
Together, you made salary sacrifice (before-tax) and personal (after-tax) contributions of over
$188 million. And to the 1,703 members who rolled more than $55 million into their RBF
account, hearty congratulations on doing the work of combining your super into one fund,
reducing your administrative headaches and, more importantly, the fees you pay on your super.
You’re all well on your way to a comfortable retirement.
If you’re not one of our members who made additional contributions in the 2014-15 financial
year, you still have the opportunity in the 2015-16 financial year and beyond. And for our 2014-5
contributors, now’s not the time to rest on your laurels – keep up the good work!
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CEO Message
Read more
There’s a wealth of information about making
additional contributions available on the RBF website.

Take some action
Start making additional contributions today.
Simply download a copy of the ‘Election to vary
contributions form’ relevant to your Scheme
from the Forms & publications page,
complete and return it to your employer’s
payroll area.

Their purpose is to look after and
promote the best interests of RBF State
superannuants. This includes those who
have retired from State service and are
in receipt of an RBF Life Pension or
those still working but are members
of the Contributory Scheme.
For more information, including how
to join, visit www.tass.org.au.

Short bites
Best value insurance
from your super fund

FeatureStory
Plan for the biggest
holiday of your life

FinancialPlanning
How much
is enough?

Introducing the
Tasmanian Association
of State Superannuants
The Tasmanian Association of State
Superannuants is a voluntary organisation
established in Tasmania.

Super Heroes event

IndustryNews
Is super worthwhile?
Do you receive, or will you be eligible for,
a defined benefits pension when you retire?
If so, the Tasmanian Association of State
Superannuants Inc can help you.
The Tasmanian Association of State Superannuants Inc
is a voluntary organisation which represents and promotes
the best interests of Tasmanian RBF State superannuants.
It includes those people who have retired from the State
service and are in receipt of a Life Pension, or those still
working but are members of the Contributory Scheme.
For more information, and to join, please visit our
website www.tass.org.au, or phone 0448 731 845.

Investments
Investment update

What does RBF insurance cover offer?
As part of your super with RBF Tasmanian Accumulation
Scheme, you may be eligible to automatically receive
Basic Death and Total and Permanent Disablement
(including Terminal Illness) cover and Basic Income
Protection cover. Automatic insurance cover is provided
without you having to supply health information.
However, as with other insurances, your insurance
cover is subject to certain limitations and exclusions.

Best value insurance
from your super fund
For RBF Tasmanian Accumulation Scheme members only
While most of us insure our homes and cars, we sometimes forget about the most
important thing of all: ourselves, and in particular, our ability to earn an income. Insurance
provides a financial safety net, peace of mind and financial backup to take care of
yourself and your family if anything were to happen.
Death and disability insurance offered through your super fund is a key benefit that’s often
overlooked or underrated. At RBF, we offer our RBF Tasmanian Accumulation Scheme
members insurance to suit their needs. What this means in practice is that we’ve looked
closely at the demographics of our membership, taken that information to our insurance
company (CommInsure) and negotiated the best possible cover and cost to meet the
specific needs of our members.
If you compare the cost of insurance available elsewhere, you may find it’s cheaper.
But price is only one consideration: you need to look closely at the features of the cover
you receive for that price. We may not be cheapest, but our premiums are competitive
and we are confident that we’re committed to providing the best VALUE insurance possible
for our members. And as always, our members’ best interests are our principal focus.

And, if you are eligible, you may also apply for Voluntary
Death and Total and Permanent Disablement (including
Terminal Illness) cover, Voluntary Death only cover and
Voluntary Income Protection cover or even reduce your
premiums by applying to lower your risk rating.
Conditions apply and you may also be required to provide
personal information. Your application must be accepted
by the Insurer before you receive Voluntary cover.

Why consider more cover?
Studies have shown that Australians are, by and large,
underinsured for death and disability. This type of cover
provides financial security for you and your dependants,
providing a payout if you become permanently disabled
or pass away.
To work out if you have enough cover, consider all of your
current financial commitments (including loans, the cost
of children’s education, regular living expenses, etc.) and
consider these costs over your lifetime, then weigh this
against your current level of cover. You can check your
current level of cover on your most recent Member Benefit
Statement – or by signing in to the member secure
website and selecting ‘Super’ > ‘Insurance benefits’.

Take some action
Find out more about the insurance RBF offers to RBF Tasmanian
Accumulation Scheme members in a face-to-face discussion with
an RBF Superannuation Consultant. To make your appointment,
call the RBF Enquiry Line on 1800 622 631.
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Look out for some changes to your insurance occurring
in December 2015. More information will be sent to RBF
Tasmanian Accumulation Scheme members in November.
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Volatility – China

The Australian Dollar

The past quarter has seen very volatile global
share markets. Markets started to fall in mid-August,
but have recovered some ground since.

The Australian dollar has fallen against the
US dollar over the past year and fell further
during August 2015.

While concerns about China’s economy and stock market were cited as
reasons, the trigger for a market fall is typically more complex. After the GFC,
the Chinese government tried to keep their economy growing by lowering
interest rates. Cheap credit led to over-investment in manufacturing, housing
and now shares. Chinese share valuations reached extreme levels and a
correction was inevitable, only the timing and the trigger were unknown.
The Chinese share market itself is only a very small part of RBF’s share portfolio,
and as a result had a relatively small impact on returns. Despite short-term
share market volatility at times, shares provide solid returns over the long-term.
As shown in the next chart, despite the recent volatility, international shares
have performed very well over the last twelve months.
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FeatureStory

While this is bad news if you are planning a holiday in the US, it is good news
for RBF’s investments. When the Australian dollar falls, the values of foreign
assets increase in Australian dollar terms. If international share markets are
dropping at the same time, the currency fall will soften the impact of the
fall on members’ super balances. While we hedge some of our international
investments, meaning we remove some impact of the currency move,
70% of our international equity exposure is not hedged and benefits from the
currency move. This can be seen in RBF’s member investment choice option
returns over the year to 31 August 2015. For the RBF Investment Account,
RBF Australian Shares returned -3.14% while RBF International Shares returned
+16.11%. A large part of this difference was attributable to currency moves.
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– Ian Lundy
RBF’s position

Australia’s debt level
Market volatility has grabbed headlines, but the
more concerning numbers got little media attention.
Australia’s current account deficit for the June 2015 quarter was published
in August. It showed that Australia continues to run a material current
account deficit, as it has done for decades. This means that as a country
we are spending more than we are earning. In the past year the difference
was about $57 billion.

Overall, we also have a relatively high exposure to mid-risk assets
such as core infrastructure and property. These assets are important
as they can provide solid long-term investment returns with lower
volatility than shares, which is particularly important during periods
of uncertainty. We have also decreased exposure to fixed interest
and increased cash.

The chart to the right shows that this has led to Australia’s net debt reaching
almost $1 trillion (that’s a million million). Much of this debt has found its
way into the housing market which is why Australian house prices are
currently among the highest in the world.

Fluctuations are to be expected and are a normal part of investment
markets. All investments will fall to some extent in this current market,
but our positioning of the fund reflects RBF’s overarching investment
principle to provide a degree of downside protection for members.

The question many members have at times like this is what should they
do with their super?
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Staying calm in volatile markets
The recent volatility follows three years of strong investment returns.
We encourage members to consider the benefits of diversification,
to be patient and to maintain a longer-term view for investing their super.
Members should also carefully consider their own circumstances and
avoid making rash decisions in these challenging times.
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The high level of foreign debt is a concern as it means that as a country we
are highly dependent on the continuing forbearance of international lenders.
Most concerning of all is what this would mean for interest rates if foreign
investors lose confidence. Interest rates could rise significantly and it could
be become more difficult to borrow money. This would have flow on impacts,
particularly on Australian house prices, which would fall sharply.
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RBF has moved the fund to a more conservative position over the
past two years as valuations continued to increase. We have reduced
our overall exposure to shares and favoured international markets
over Australian markets. This is driven by risks of a slowdown in the
resources sector, moderating growth in China and likely pressures on
the banking sector arising from any slowdown in the housing market
and higher regulatory requirements.

In the past, we have found that many members reacted to short-term
market falls by changing Member Investment Choice options, typically
by switching to cash. Unfortunately, this often proves to be a poor
decision. In most cases, members move after the market has fallen,
so they don’t avoid the fall but they do miss the recovery. For most
people, the best approach is to have a long-term plan and stick to it.
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Is super worthwhile?
“It is projected that the number of Australians over the age of 65 will increase by 75% over the next 20
years, from 3.3 million in 2012 to 5.8 million in 2032...” (Mercer, ‘Post-Retirement Market Trends In Australia’, June 2014).

Over time, Australia’s burgeoning retiree and elderly populations will put the Australian super system
under an ever-increasing burden.
It’s essential that people are financially supported for their whole retirement, either through their own
savings or via the Age Pension. Super is a critical part of this challenge, necessarily shifting the financial
responsibility of retirement from the Age Pension onto retirees themselves.
However, constant tinkering with legislation and ongoing rule changes are having a detrimental effect
on how super is perceived generally. Research (‘Mercer Super Sentiment Index 2013’) shows that around
one in every five Australians (21%) believe that legislative changes regarding how super is taxed is the
single factor with the most potential to have the greatest impact on their super balances when they retire;
second only to global economic conditions and how the share-market is performing. Ironically, it’s the
tax advantages that super offers that make it a very attractive investment vehicle.
But at the same time, this research shows that the majority of working Australians believe super will be a critical
contributor to retirement savings, contributing almost 50% of the money they’ll be relying on in retirement.
For many people, super is the second largest investment they’ll have,
after the family home. So it’s worth investing the time to understand how
you can make the most of your super.

Contacting RBF
Contact RBF if you would like additional information
or assistance.

RBF Enquiry Line:

 800 622 631 or
1
+61 3 8687 1863 (international)

Visit:

www.rbf.com.au

Fax:

(03) 9245 5827 or
+61 3 9245 5827 (international)

Write:

 BF, Reply Paid 446,
R
Hobart TAS 7001

Office:

Ground Floor,
21 Kirksway Place,
Hobart
Ground Floor,
113-115 Cimitiere Street,
Launceston
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Actions that will make a difference
As we’ve alluded to in this article, there are many
things about super that you may feel are out of
your control. So why not concentrate instead on the
things you can control, that will make a difference
to your super:
•• Make additional contributions to your super:
harness the power of compound interest to your
advantage. Even a small, regular additional
before- or after-tax contribution can make a big
difference in the long term.
•• Take advantage of the benefits on offer: the
low income super contribution program gives
people earning $37,000 or less a year up to an
extra $500 boost to their super each financial
year. And the Government super co-contribution
provides matching contributions when you make
personal contributions to your super (conditions
and limits apply).
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•• Join forces with your spouse: if your spouse
earns up to $13,800 a year and you put as much
as $3,000 into their super, you could get an
18% tax offset—saving you up to $540 in tax.
Remember, spouse contributions aren't subject
to the usual 15% contributions tax and they’re
also tax-free on withdrawal after age 60.
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If you’d like more information about the above three
items, read the ‘Fact Sheet: How super works’.
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•• Don’t go over the limits: the Government has
set limits on the amount of salary sacrifice and
personal contributions you can make – if you go
over them, you will be charged additional tax.
For more information about the limits, visit the
Australian Tax Office website.
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Issued by the Retirement Benefits Fund Board (ABN 97 724 593 931) as trustee of the Retirement Benefits Fund (ABN 51 737 334 954).
For further information in relation to whether to acquire or hold the Products referred to, please read the relevant Member Booklet and
Fact sheets available at www.rbf.com.au or by contacting RBF on 1800 622 631. This document contains information or advice that is
intended to be general in nature and which was prepared without taking into account your personal objectives, financial situation or needs.
Because of that, before acting on any information or advice in this document, please consider whether it is appropriate to your personal
circumstances, talk to a financial adviser and consider the relevant Member Booklet and Fact sheets before making a decision. If there are
any mistakes or omissions in the information, we reserve the right to correct those errors or omissions. The governing rules of RBF prevail
over any misstatement in this newsletter.
RBF Financial Planning Pty Ltd (ABN 17 094 816 412, AFS Licence No 239171) is a wholly owned subsidiary of the Retirement Benefits
Fund Board and operates as a separate legal entity.
We hold your personal information securely and use it only for the purposes described in the RBF Privacy Policy Statement, available on
the RBF website at www.rbf.com.au. If you would like a copy or if you would like to access or update the personal information we hold
about you, please contact our Privacy Officer on (03) 6165 1795.
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